Let J = <0,oo) and let E be a Banach space with norm || • ||. In this paper we study some properties of bounded solutions of the guasilinear differential equation (1) x' = A(t)x + f(t,x) depending on properties of the «equation (2) x' = A(t)x . More precisely, the third part of the work gives sufficient conditions for the existence of bounded solutions of (1) . Moreover, in the fourth part it is shown that under similar assumptions for each bounded solution v : J -> E of (2) there exists a bounded solution u of (1) such that lim Iv(t) -u(t)I = 0
t-KX>
Our considerations are concerned with the well-known MasseraSchaffer book [8] , and also with some works of Conti, Hartman, Lovellady and Szufla [2, 3, 7, 12] . Our methods of proving are quite different from those used in the papers mentioned above. They are based on the use of a recent Heinz theorem [4] on the measure of noncompactness of sets of integrable functions, and a certain modification of the Monch fixed point theorem [9] .
Let us recall that the Kuratowski measure of noncompactness of the bounded subset X of the space E is called the infimum a(X) of all e > 0 such that there exists a finite covering of X by the sets of diameter s e.
Let T be a measurable subset of R. For any set W of strongly measurable function x : T -> E let us put W(t) = {x(t) : x € W}, (t € T). there exists x Q e K such that for any countable subset X of K the following implication holds X = conv({x Q } u F(X)) => X is relatively compact.
Then F has a fixed point in K.
Preliminaries
Likewise in the book [8] we introduce now the following 
G(t,s) = U(t)PU -1 (s) for 0 s s s t -U(t)(I-P)U _1 (s) for 0 * t * s
Throughout the whole work we assume that: 
I. G(t, •) e B' and ||G(t,-)||

It is clear that the function G(t,-)£(-,x ) : J -» E is strongly measurable for every n e N and t e J, ||G(t,s)f(s,x n (s)) || s ||G(t,s)|||f(s,x n (s))|| s s ||G(t,s) ||m(s) for s € J and
.+00
[ ||G(t,s) ||m(s)ds s k||m||_ < b. J 0
From this we deduce that
"+00
oc(X(t)) S a (F(X) (t)) S a({ f G(t,s)f(s,x (s))ds : n € N }) J Q "
.+00 +00 
S 2 a(G(t,s)f (s,X(s)))ds s 2\ ||G(t,s) ||a(f (s,X(s)) )ds =
The asymptotic relationship between solutions of linear and quasilinear differential equations
Now, we give some conditions which guarantee that for each bounded solution v : J -> E of (2) there exist a > 0 and a solution u : <a,co) -• E of (1) such that (9) lim ||v(t) -u(t) U = 0.
t-XD
Next, by appropriate assumptions we extend the above solution v of (1) on whole interval J such that the condition (9) will be true.
Theorem 4. We assume that the conditions I -IV hold and (t,r) -» u(t,r) is a function from J x J into J such that (10) u is measurable in t and nondecreasing in r; (11) ||F(xn)(t) -F(x)(t)| * c for n £ nQ and t e Ja, which proves the continuity of F.
Let us consider the countable subset X = {x : n € N> of n the set K such that X c conv ({0} u F(X)).
We shall show that X is relatively compact in Y applying a similar argumentation as in the proof of Theorem 3. We fix t e J . Let Thus, by Theorem 2 we deduce that there exists u : J -» E ct such that F(u) = u. It is now obvious that u is a solution of (1) . It still remains to show that the equality (9) holds.
By (11) , for a given e>0 there exists d^a such that ,2b)^<d a)) ||B * e/2b .
On the other hand, from (4) it follows that there exists tQ a d such that ||U(t)P||||J d U -1 (s)f(s,u(s))ds|| s c/2 for t a tQ.
Since for t 2 d (12) and the Holder inequality we get 
(a-t)f(a-t,U(a-t)X) * ca(f(a-t,U(a-t)X)) ^ s ch(a-t)a(U(a-t)X) s cdh(a-t)a(X)
for all t e <0,a> and X c E. From the above we obtain
